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"Antes de entrar en el automóvil miró por encima del hombro para estar segura de que nadie l.
a. acechaba. Eran las siete y cinco de los angeles noche en Bogotá. Había oscurecido una
hora antes, el Parque Nacional estaba mal iluminado y los árboles sin hojas tenían un perfil
fantasmal contra el cielo turbio y triste, pero no había a l. a. vista nada que temer."
(view spoiler)[I first chanced on Gabriel Garcia Marquez in excessive school, the place
"Chronicle of a loss of life Foretold" used to be required reading. i have been an avid fan ever
since. I by no means heard of "News of a Kidnapping", yet the following in Baku, the place
we've restricted entry to English books, i used to be satisfied to acknowledge a well-known
identify mendacity at the shelf. i used to be now not disappointed. In fact, i am shocked that
folks will not be raving approximately Noticia de un secuestro this book! it is a non-fiction
masterpiece that at first specializes in the abduction of 2 public figures in Colombia, Maruja
Pachon and Beatriz Villamizar, yet finally ends up telling the tale of the city conflict among the
govt and Pablo Escobar, a drug lord and a narco-terrorist, and the negotiations that Alberto
Villamizar, the husband of a hostage and politician, is going via to forge peace. listed here are a
few notes at the book--*The first few chapters are Noticia de un secuestro a section tough to
follow. Marquez introduces various humans so I needed to sift via names and make
psychological Noticia de un secuestro notes. it really is as though i used to be given puzzle
items that I had but to place together. The persistence is worthy it.*I additionally needed to step
again simply because this used to be a distinct Marquez from the Noticia de un secuestro single
i used to be accustomed to. This booklet did not have many lines of magic realism. It was once
a authentic story, well-researched with strange yet reasonable details. *Marquez exhibits and
not tells, leaving the reader to shape his/her personal evaluations and inferences. there have
been unforgettable info like Marina, a gorgeous socialite and hostage, who continuously filed
her nails. Or the majordomo and spouse who stored condominium for Maruja yet may visit her
for recommendation after they had marital issues. Or how Pancho Santos back from his
captivity the place he had won extra weight and appeared to glance more fit so a relative
commented in jest that maybe he wanted yet another 12 months in captivity for it to be
believable. And the never-ending lentils that the prisoners have been served!*I grew a great
deal Noticia de un secuestro hooked up to the characters--especially Alberto who's a hero. This
wasn't only a tale approximately kidnappings. It was once a narrative approximately how Alberto
enjoyed Maruja a lot that he Noticia de un secuestro could cross with no bodyguards and meet
with drug lords and associates of Pablo Escobar, to barter the discharge of his wife. Maruja
additionally knew how a lot Alberto enjoyed her and depended on he was once doing every
thing he may well inspite of the shortcoming of verbal exchange among them.*Marquez
additionally made me now not hate the guards and gangsters who have been below Escobar's
payroll. He was once capable of make me see that they have been humans too with households
that they had to support. Ironically, those guards have been prisoners too who constructed
attachments and friendships with the folk they kidnapped. a few of Maruja's guards performed
Nintendo and requested her for support as soon as she received out. This softened my middle
in the direction of them.*Being a prisoner appears a working subject during the book. Maruja,

Beatriz, Marina, Pancho Santos and the opposite hostages have been prisoners. The guards
and gangsters and attorneys have been prisoners, and ironically, Pablo Escobar, himself was
once a prisoner who used to be regularly frightened of the police and his enemies gunning him
down.*The publication did not go away me depressed approximately narco-terrorism. i used to
be moved at how a lot some of the characters sought after peace--from Alberto Villamizar to the
newshounds and celebrities who campaigned relentlessly for the discharge of the hostages, to
the eccentric priest whom Pablo Escobar financially supported. It was once a ebook
approximately peace which occasionally comes besides unorthodox negotiations which are
stranger than fiction.*This ebook made me take note why Gabriel Garcia is not just a super
artist. He writes to Noticia de un secuestro move, to alter our hearts, and perhaps even our
minds, that will turn into greater those who have empathy and a middle for others, and perhaps
alongside the way, pick out peace over judgment. (hide
spoiler)]["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>
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